
If you could change one important thing in your hometown, 
what would you change?

Human being as it could be derived from these word/as the name 
suggests/ shape his/her existence on being and being itself will be 
possible only in a spatial condition as Heidegger said: “Dasein” which 
means being there. Cities as the biggest physical spatial world which 
humans create in their lifespan have come a long way from the first 
people who decided live together to these days’ metropolises. These 
creations have consisted from lots of components having interrelating 
effects on each other. Digressing from this saturated intro, I personally 
think transportation serves as one of the sensational structure of every 
living-place. 

Deep thinking, I should point out the nature of life. Beside many 
concepts like the capability of talk or thought/the faculty of speech/, 
materialistically it seems fair to say human being owe its evolution to 
his/her ability to move without which there was no exploration in the 
strangeness of world. Eagerness have come to the life when an 
individual confronts an unrecognized thing thanks to the mobility vigor. 

Technically, here it worth to refer three main object which are 
genuinely impressed from transports’ mater. First and most every 
citizen spends a lots of time for movement in cities, especially in 
metropolitan ones. I myself waste three hours a day in traffic jam in my 
hometown, Tehran. Air pollution as the second significant issue, harms 
every people in such a city so that we had it as a harmless town just a 
quarter of year. Regarding scientific researches, nose to tail traffics 
should be quoted as the main culprit for this impurity of the air. Last but 
not the least is a mount of stress which these types of cities induced 
people when they always follow an inactive streams of cars and think 
about parking place or get try along with the tension of drivers whereas 
they are late apart any condition.



To put it in a nutshell, I rather to change the way we transport in my 
hometown to safe keep my time and health and shape my life in a 
practicable circumstance.


